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Abstract. The PaPer Presents an extension to PROLOG that 
allows to directlw express concurrenc~ and swnchronization. 
This is achieved bw i~troducins the concept of class, a sort of 
cluster made of concurrent atoms. In seneral, a set of 
clauses involvins classes is eauivalent to a denumerable infin
jte set of Pure PROLOG clauses. First, s~ntax and operational 
semantics of our extension are defined. Then a first order 
semantics is Siven that sliShtl~ seneralizes classical PROLOG 
model-theoretic semantics; a fixPoint semantics is also Siven. 
Finallw, an example illustrate the expressive Power of the 
ewt.ension + 

1.· INTRODUCTION 

Recent achievements in hardware technolos~ made it feasi
ble the development of machines that can directl~ execute losic 
Prosrammins lansuases. Amons these, PROLOG is the most relevant 
both for theoretical and for Practical reasons C2,6J. However, 
PROLOG is not satisfactor~ enoush to conveniently exPress the 
concurrent features that hardware Provides nowada~s. As a 
matter of fact, PROLOG procedures can be naturallw ·executed 
either in a Parallel or in a co-routinins fashion. The former 
re•imen is simPlw achieved by simultaneousl~ rePlacins a set of 
independent atoms in the current Soal. Co-routininS occurs when 
the same variables ar• shared by different atoms, thus realiz
ins a sort of as~nchronous communication. Unfortunatel~, there 
is no exPlicit way of s~nchronizin~ the computations of two or 
more concurrent Processes, as is reGuired when they cooperate 
to solve the same problem. 

In order to solve this limitation, a number of extensions 
to PROLOG have been introduced C3,4,7,9J. All these extensions 
allow to write clauses with more than one atom in their left
hand side, e.s. 

ACx,y) & B(y,z) <-- C<x,s,z>, DCz,w> 
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where variable~ acts as a s~nchronous communication channel 
between atoms A and B. The intended oPerational meanins of 
such a clause is that suitable instances of atoms C and D can 
be replaced for an instance of A and D, onl~ when both of them 
are Present at the same time in the soal. 

_ The aim of this PaPer is to sive a formalization of the 
above oPerational meanins within a losic framework, so that all 
the aPPealins semantic features of PROLOG carry over this 
extension. Moreover, we claim that the notions of synchroniza
tion and communication will be better understood and exPressed 
b~ Precisely statins the meanins of clauses such as the one 
above. 

First, the PaPer describes the syntax of both the left
and risht-hand sides. of clauses alons with the lansuase opera
tional semantics; then it defines a first order semantics which 
is a straishtforward seneralization of the one-siven by vanEm
den and Kowalski CSJ. A fixPoint semantics is also siven, and 
the three different semantics are shown to be eauivalent. 
Finally, ihe PaPer shows how a concurrent Prosram can be 
translated in a Pure PROLOG Prosram, senerallY composed by a 
denumerable set of clauses. 

2+ SYNTAX AND OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS 

In this section we will sive the syntax of our extension 
to PROLOG in two steps. First, we will introduce concr~~i JUtD
tax. It is an abbreviation for some constructs of the abstract 
;;;:;tax that will be defined later. 

The concrete svntax of the lansuase is the followins. 

A Prosram is a set of clauses. 

A clause is a sentence of the form 

X <--Bl+•••+ Bm 

where Xis a clas$ and each Bi is an atom. 
The f.ormula B1 + ••• + Bm is the (Possibly empty) body of the 
clause and Xis its header. 

A class either is an atom or has the form 

(A&X) 

where A is an atom and Xis a class. 
The natation (X&A> is completely eauivalent to <A&X). 
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An atom has the form 

A(t1, ••• ,tn) 

where A is a Predicate s~mbol and each ti is a term, i=1, ••• ,n. 

A term is built b~ variables and constr•Jctor aPPlications to 
terms. 

A Soal is of the form 

<--Bl+••• + Bm m;?;O. 

The concrete s~ntax allows to abbreviate soals and bodies 
by usins the connective+. Let us now define abstract syntax 
that Sives to+ a meanins in t~rms both of standard first order 
losic connectives, and of classes. 

The formula 

Al + •.; + An 

is an abbreviation for 

< Al A • • • /\ An> V 
<Xll A ••• A Xlk1.> V 
•••• 
(XP1 ~ ••• A XPk~) V 

<Al& • • • &An> 

where: 
~ each XiJ is a class built with atoms Ak; 
- each Ak belonss exactl~ to one class XlJ; 
- P+2 is the r,umber of all the Possible conJunctions of distinct 

classes obtainable from Al, ••• ,An. Actual!~, 

" Pf2= Ls<n,ld 
IC ,.,t 

s(n,k) beins the Stirlins number of second kind that counts 
the number of Partitions ink classes of n obJects. 

In the formulas above, we have intentionally omitted 
Parenthesis, understandins that both & and t be risht associa
tive. 

Example 1. The formula A + B t C abbreviates 

(A /1. B /\ C> Y (A&B /\ C> V (A&C /\ B> V <A /\ B&C> V <A&B&C) 
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The followins distributive axioms hold that relate classi
cal connectives and classes. 

1+ (A V B>&C = <A&C) · V <B&C) 
2. (A /\ B> &C = «A&C) A B> V <A A (B&C» 

A clause of the form 

X <-- Bl t ••• + Bm 

is an abbreviation for one of the followins 

a> 
b) 

if m=O 
if m>O 

X 
A1&CA2&c ••• &<Ak&X) ••• >1Y 
,(A1&(A2&c ••• &(Ak& (B1 + ••• t Bm)) ••• ))) 

---·-·----
for each finite multiset of atoms <CA1,A2, ••• ,Akl} (com
pound brackets <C and J} enclose multiset elements>. 

The intuitive meanins of the clause 

X <-- B1 + ••• + Bm <*> 

is that all the atoms occurrins in class X must s~nchronize to 
be rePlaced with the body B1 + ••• + Bm. Itam Cb> above can be 
better understood by considerinS that, if the atoms in class X 
occur as Part of a larser class Y, they can still be replaced 

·with Bl+ ••• + Bm that,.in turn, will sYnchronize themselves 
with the remainins atoms of Y. On the contrary, if only some 
atoms of X are present in the soal, the~ cannot be replaced by 
clause <*>• Hen~e, the symbol •&• occurrins in a class does in 
no way be interpreted as a classical •A•, since the truth value 
of a class does not functionally ~ePend on the truth values of 
the atoms it is composed with. We will come asain on this issue 
in example 2 below. 

A {concurrent) computation of a soal sis a seouence of 
soals s=s1,s2, ••• , where each s<i+l> is derived from Si. 

A ( cor,c•J r rent) ref•Jtation of s is a computation endins 
with the empt~ soal. 

Given a soal s of the form 

<-- G1 + ♦ ♦ • + Gm 

and a .c 1 a•Jse 

Al&; •• &An <~- Bl + • • ♦ + Bk 
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we can derive a new soal Si 

<-- CB 1J>- + •. • + CB kJ:>,. + [GG"1J;i.., + • • • + CGsmJA 

if and onl1:1 if 
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CJ' is a permutation of the indexes of s ar,d )... is a unifier 
such that 
C 66" i J.>,. =CA i J>,. i = 1 , • • • , n • 

Example 2. Let us have the followins sround clauses 

1. A <-- D 
2. ·A&B <-- E 

and the soal 

<--A+ B + C (S) 

The soal can be nondeterministically computed in the two fol
lowins wa1:1s. 

<--A+ B + C 
<-- D + B + C 

a> 

<--A+ B + C 
<--- E + C 

b) 

Let us examine what haPPens when abstract s1:1ntax is used 
in Place of the concrete one. The soal is 

,(AABAC) A ,(AAB&C) A ,(A&B~C) A -,(A&C B> ~ ,<A&B&C) (aS) 

The clauses 1 and 2 will orisinate a denumerable set of 
clauses, but onl1:1 the followin• can be aPPlied to the soal. 

1 a• A V ,D 2a+ A&B V -,E 
tb •. A&B V-,D&B 2b. A&B&C V ,E&C 
le• A&C V ,D&C 
1d. A&B&C V -,D&B&C 

For simPlicitY sake, let us consider onlw computation (b>, 
which leads to 

,<EAC) /\ ,<E&C> 

which is ex~ressed in concrete swntax exac~lY as 

<--· E + C • 

--·•-'<• ---·--- . ····- --------------·--------------· ·---~-,,-------
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The result of computation (b) is a conJunction of the two 
clauses above since clause 2a and 2b may be aPPlied to the 
third and the fifth conJuncts of the orisinal soal, resPec
tivelY. The other conJuncts can obviously be disresarded, 
since it is sufficient to refute a sinsle conJunct to refute a 
whole conJunction. 

Now we .can better understand why the clause 

A&B <-- E 

corresponds to infinitlY many clauses, each -addins a finite 
class as •context• to A&B. The soal, when written in its 
abstract form (as>, allows to better sinsle out two conJuncts 
(the last two in Cas>> which are worth to be noticed. In the 
f.irst A and B are S!:mchronized, in the 'other A and B are s!:ln
chronized also with c. Hence, also the last conJunct Cin which 
A&B&C occurs> must be replaced, resultiris in E&C. The way+ has 
beins defined assures that the synchronization between A&B and 
C is inherited by E. 

Finally, remark that a clause in concrete swntax in sen
eral corresponds to infinite clauses in abst~act svntax, but 
only a finite number of them will be actuallv used in a compu
tation. The effectiveness of the definition of computation is 
then Preserved. 

Comins back to our example, notice that in computation .(a) 
all the five conJuncts corresPondins to the expansion of D + B 
+ C will be obtained from (as). In fact, clause la aPPlies to 
the first two conJuncts of <as>, and 1b-d to exactly one of the 
remainins conJuncts. 

3. MODEL-THEORETICAL AND FIXPOINT SEMANTICS 

The construction of a Herbrand model for a set of clauses 
involvins classes needs onlY to sliShtlY chanse the one siven 
bv vanEmden and Kowalski C5J. The difference is related to the 
fact that the model of a class is not the intersection of the 
models of the atoms that occur in it. If so, •g• would be noth
ins more than the classical 'A', thus vanishins our Proposal to 
describe a s~nchronization mechanism. 

Par abus de lansase, we will call Herbrand base for a Pro
sram S the set of all multisets of Sround atoms 

ft -< C F' < t , • • • , t > , • •• , Pl( < ti(,, • • • , t,, ) J) 
i -l-1. 1.h ~ . "' 

where. 
- P, a re. Predicate s~mbo 1 s occ•J rr ins in S, 
- J is the rank of P/ , 
- trg are sro1Jnd terms. 
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A Herbrand interpretation is anw subset of the Herbrand 
base. 

Given a Herbrand interpretation 1: 

i) a sround class Xis TRUE under l if and only if the mul
tiset of its atoms belonss to 1; 

ii) a conJunction of sround clauses ClA ••• ACm is TRUE under I 
if and only if all Ci's ar£> ___ !,R~_E •Jnde~ I; 

iii) a disJunction of sround (both Positive and nesative> 
classes x1v ••• vxm is TRUE under l if and only if at least 
one Xi is TRUE ~nder I· -- --------------' -

iv> the negation of a sround class ,Xis TRUE under I if and 
onl~ if X does not belons tor; 

v> a universall~ auantified clause C is TRUE under I if and 
only if all its sround instances are TRUE under I. 

A Herbrand model of a Program S is an~ interpretation 
under which all the clauses of Sare TRUE. 

The semantics of a Prosram Sis the minimal Herbrand model 
of S, which results to be the intersection of all the Herbrand 
models of s. 

Note that the above definition of truth values of a for
mula under an interpretation is given in terms of abstract syn
tax onlw. Extendins it to concrete syntax is an easy task. Let 
us simply give here the extension in the case of clauses. 
A sround clause X <-- B1+ ••• 4Bm is TRUE under I if and onlY. if 
for each finite multiset of ground atoms {[·A1, ••• ,A~J}, k~O, 
the di sJ•Jnct i or, 

A1&(A2&C ••• &<Ak&X) ••• ))V 
,CA1&(A2&< ••• &CAk& <Bf-+••• t Bm>) ••• ))) 

is TRUE •Jnder I. 

The definition of the fixPoint semantics for a Prosram S 
in abstract syntax is Guite standard. 

The set of interpretations of a Pro9ram S is Partially 
ordered by standard set inclusion. 

Given an interpretation I for a Prosram S, the continuous 
transformation T associated to S yields a new interpretation 
I'+ I' contains the multiset of sround atoms of a class Xl if 

-- ·- --------------·------ - --- ----
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and onl~ if there exists a sround instance of a clause of S 

X 1 V -,X2 V • • • V ,Xn n>O 

and the multiset of sround atoms of each Xi, i=2, ••• ,n, belonss 
to I+ 

As usual, an interpretation I is closed under a transfor
mation T if and onl~ if I contains T<I>. 

The semantics of a Prosram Sis the intersection of all 
the closed interpretations of S, which can be easil~ Proved to 
be the fixPoint of the above defined continuou~ transformation 
T. 

The followins theorem holds. 

EQUIVALENCE THEOREM. 
The operational, model-theoretic and fixPoint semantics 
are all eauivalent. 

The Proof of the theorem relies on the followins lemmas. 

LEMMA 1. 
The model theoretic semantics is eauivalent to the fix
Point semantics. 

This lemma is a corollar~ of the more Seneral theorem statins 
that the set of the Herbrand models of a Prosram Sis eaual to 
the set of all the' interpretations closed under the continuous 
transformation T associated to s. 

LEMMA 2. 
The operational semantics is eauivalent to the fixPoint 
semantics. 

This lemma can easil~ be Proved, since when there is a refuta
tion of a Prosram s· and a sround class X, the multiset of 
sround atoms of X belonss to the fixPoint of the transformation 
T associated to s. 

4. CONCURRENT PROGRAMS AND PROLOG PROGRAMS 

We will now briefl~ discuss the relationshiPs. between a 
Pure ~ROLOG Prosram and a concurrent Prosram in which classes 
occur. Actuall~, for each concurrent Prosram there exists an 
eauivalent PROLOG Prosram which is denumerabl~ infinite. 

'-----------~ .. -- ... -----------
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As defined above, a clause of the form 

X <--Bl+ ••• + Bm 

corresponds to a denumerable set of clauses 

A 1 & ( A2 & ( • • • & ( Ak &X) • • • ) ) v 
,<Al&(A2l( ••• &(Ak& <Bf-+ ••• t Bm)) ••• ))) 

each Ai beins an atom. 

51 'I 

Let us now translate a clause in which classes occur into a 
Pure PROLOG clause, i,e. let us translate tlasses. 

First, a total orderins relation > is imposed on the 
Predicate swmbols. Then, the class 

A 1 ( t 11 , • • • , t 1 n i. > & ••• & Aid tk 1 , ••• , tl'-.nK ) 

where ACitl>>Ai for all i=l,.,.,k-1, 
sinsle atom 

Q ( t 11 , • • • , t 1 "1. ., t21 , ••• , tlu,k > 

is translated into the 

where Q belonss to a denumerable infinite set of new Predicate 
swmbols. The translation function must be a biJection. 

Note that the rank of Q is determined as the sum of the 
ranks of all the Ai's occurrins in the class. For instance, the 
class 

A1<x,w>&A2Cx,z,w) 

is translated into the followins atom 

O(:,:,'::ln<,z,w). 

Notice also that the condition un the orderin~ amons atoms in a 
class is not a restriction, since the relative position of 
atoms in a class is both swntacticallw and semanticallw 
irrelevant. 

The followins fact is obviously true. 

FACT. Given a translation from classes to atoms and two classes 
X and Y unifiable by ~, the translations of X and Y are 
still 1Jnifiable bY A• 

We will now show that a concurrent computation of a soal 
is eauival€nt to a finite set of PROLOG computation. As men
tioned above, the infinity of the translated Pro~ram does not 
affect the effectiveness of the comPutations, because only a 
finite number of the clauses obtained bY translation will 
actually be used in a comPutation • 

.. ····-··-··--·-·--·--··· -------
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Recall that a concurrent soal 

<--Bl+ ••• + Bm 

81S 

corresponds to the followins conJunction of PROLOG seals (let 
1 ! Bi be the trar,slation of atom Bi, QiJ the translatior, of the 

iJ-th class, a the translation of B1& ••• &Bm>. 

<<-- B1 /\ • • • /\ Bm > A 
<<-- 011 /\ • • • " (Uk.,_) " • • • 
(<:-- Qp1 A • • • /\ Qpkp > /\ 
<-· .. fl 

A step in a concurrent:comPutation of a soal is then eauivalent 
to a step of standard PROLOG computation on suitable selected 
Soals cominS from the.translation+ Of course, these must con
tain an instance of the header of the clause to be aPPlied+ 
Needless to sa~, a concurrent refutation corresponds to a set 
of PROLOG computations, one of which is a refutation. 

The above remarks allow us to state the followins theorem. 

COMPLETENESS THEOREM 
An~ unsatisfiable (i.e. havins no model) set consistins of 
a concurrent soal and a concurrent ~rosram has a refuta
tion. 

5. AN EXAMPLE 

In order to illustrate the expressive Power of our Propo
sal, let us write a Pro~ram that imPlements a •semaPhore•, 
throush which a set of Jobs can be s~nchronized. The Prosram 
consists of four clauses definins the two classical Pri.mitives 
on semaphores P and v, and of two clau~es imPlementins a aueue. 

1. p(sem-id,Job-id)&sem(sem_id,O,a) 
<-- enaueue(Job-id,a,a') + sem<sem_id,O,a') 

2. p(sem-id,Job_id)&sem(sem_id,s(n>,NIL> 
<-- sem(sem_id,n,NIL> + .ack(Job_id) 

J. v(sem_id,Job-id)&sem(sem_i~,O,Job_id'.a) 
<-- sem(sem_id,O,a> + ack<Job-id> + ack(Job_id') 

4. v<sem-id,Job_id>&sem(sem_id,n,NIL) 
<-- sem(sem_id,s(n),NIL> + ack(Job_id) 

5. enaueue<Job_id,NIL,Job_id.NIL) <--
6. enaueue(Job_id,Job_id'.a,Job_id'.a') 

<-- enaueue(Job_id,a,a') 

~--------······ -- '"'·-··. ·····. -~ ·--------•-·-·--- ·- ... -~---------
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Natural numbers are rePresent~d by O and successor (s); aueues 
by lists endins with NIL (the empty oueue); semaphores bY their 
name, a natural number variable and a aueue. Semaphores are 
handled throush P and v. A Job Job_id callin9 Pon a semaphore 
sem-id is allowed to Proceed runnins if the value of the sema
Phore (the second arsument of sem_id> is not o. Otherwise it is 
stoPPed and its identifier is enaueued. A Job callins v either 
Cre)starts a stoPPed Job, if any, and deoueues its identifier, 
or increment~ the semaPhore value. In both cases the callins 
·Job is resumed by sendins it an acknowledsement (the definition 
and use of clauses ack is not shown here>. 

While clauses 5 and 6 are auite standard, clauses 1-4 are 
concurrent. Note that Processes P <or v> and sem share the 
variable sem_id, and sYnchronize bY communicatins throush it. 
This example shows that this kind of interaction, and also more 
complicated waYs of synchronous communication, can be naturally 
and exPlicitlY described by havins more than one atom in a 
clause header. In fact, the specification of Process sem, that 
manases the value and the aueue of anY semaPhore, is isolated 
from those Processes (p and v) that actually exploit the sema
Phore mechanism. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have defined a first order semantics for an extension 
to PROLOG, based on a synchronization and communication Primi
tive. The expressive Power of the resultinS lansuase is 
stronser than the one of PROLOG+ An intuitive arsument to this 
claim can be found in the fact that a Prosram involvins such a 
feature corresponds to a denumerable infinite set of Pure 
clauses+ Furthermore, standard PROLOG Prosrams can be struc
tured as modules, and the Possibly concurrent interactions 
amons them can be naturally described in terms of the above 
Primitive. 

A similar solution to the Problem of exPressins concurrent 
Prosrams in losic has been Presented by Monteiro CSJ. In his 
Proposal, PROLOG is extended with the concept of event, thus 
leadins to a temporal losic Prosrammins lansuase. 

Our future work will concern the Possibility of introduc
ins a seauential operator, followins C7J, and of sivins it a 
Precise losic meanins. Furthermore, we intend to enrich con
current Prosrams with the caPabilitY of Processins infinite 
streams of data, as done in ClJ. Finallw, it is worth investi
satins on a concept of module that provide mechanisms to encap
sulate losic Prosrams. 
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